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ROSSI, Giuseppe di (1570 – 1639)   

[After Jodocus Hondius (1563-1612)] 

Terrestrial Globe 

Terrestrial globe, heavy plaster coated wooden 

sphere applied with 12 engraved globe gores 

printed on thick paper, geography copied 

directly from the Jodocus Hondius 1601 globe, 

very lightly varnished, paper surface lightly 

rubbed.   

The explanatory cartouche set in the Pacific is 

identical to the Hondius original, and the second 

dedicatory cartouche by Rossi dedicates the 

globe to D Paulus Mellinus of Rome. The globe 

is mounted in an early 18th century wooden 

Italian style stand, with a wooden meridian 

circle with the graticule in manuscript on one 

face, the horizon circle in hexagonal form, 

without papers, and with the horizon and turned 

wooden central support and base all lightly 

wormed. Lacking south polar metal axis spike. 

 

Rome, 1615 

Diameter 8.25 in.; Height 18 in 

Price: $135,000 

 

A fine surviving example of one of the earliest Italian table globes, Rossi’s 8-inch globes 

being one of the first manufactured globes to be sold in Italy, this terrestrial example likely 

assembled in the 18th century from early thick paper gores. Rossi was famous for copying Dutch 

maps and globes, this globe being a direct copy of the Hondius 1601 globe, presumably copied 

without permission as Hondius had died 3 years before this globe was issued. These small Rossi 

globes are very rare; Stevenson records just two examples of the 1615 Rossi globe, both in 

private hands, one in the library of Sr. Lessi in Florence, and the other in Holland, and just one 

celestial in the Astronomical Museum in Rome, with two other terrestrials located in the Correr 

Museum, Venice, and the National Maritime Museum London (GLB0153).  The globe gores 
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were sold separately by both Giuseppe in 1615, as this example on thick paper, and by his 

grandson Domenico around 1700, reissued on thinner paper.  

The Rossi family had set up a very successful map and print business in Milan. Their business 

benefited from the stream of young rich European noblemen who took the Grand Tour of Italy 

and came to Milan and Rome as part of their education, purchasing art, books and maps as they 

travelled, to decorate their new Grand houses. This globe likely assembled in the early 18th 

century and sold to one such nobleman. 
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BLAEU, Willem Jansz  

(1573 – 1638) 

Terrestrial Table Globe 

The globe made up of 12 engraved 

globe gores, hand-colored in outline, 

a few old stress cracks and some 

light restoration of globe surface, 

later varnish. The globe with a brass 

meridian circle (without graticule) is 

mounted in a 20th century Dutch-

style 4-legged ebonized oak stand, 

with the horizon papered, but slightly 

lifting. 

 

Amsterdam, 1602 [but after 1621] 

Diameter 9 in.; Height 15 in. 

Price: $125,000 

 

 

One of the earliest commercial globes to be issued by the Blaeu firm. Willem Blaeu, its 

founder, had worked with Tycho Brahe, the esteemed astronomer, from 1595 to 1596, and using 

Brahe’s new star catalog (not yet published), he issued a celestial globe for Anthonisz. Soon after, 

in 1598, he moved to Amsterdam to set up his own map and globe business. Seeing a gap in the 

market for a Dutch globe maker he set up in competition with Hondius, and by becoming the 

Globe maker to the VOC (Dutch East India Company) for whom he would supply terrestrial and 

celestial globes to all VOC ships, he cemented his position in the globe market. In the period 

1598 to 1616, he produced pairs of globes at 6 different sizes, and by buying up the copper plates 

of his competition in Amsterdam, he soon became the premier globe maker of the world. 

The 9-inch Blaeu globe is rare with only 18 pairs listed as extant, and of this number, 13 are in 

institutional hands and a further 18 individual celestial or terrestrial globes of the 23cm globe are 

recorded. This example is in the third state for the terrestrial [the first two states are recorded but 

no example known]. 
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CORONELLI, Vincenzo Maria 

 (1650 – 1718) 

Terrestrial Globe 

The globe comprising two sets of 12 

engraved gores, hand colored in outline, 

polar calottes, the image decorated with 

fanciful sea monsters, and images taken 

from travel accounts of Ogilby, Dapper 

etc. California is depicted as an island. 

With two dedicatory cartouches, one to 

Magellan, and the second to William III 

of Great Britain. The gores slightly 

browned and colors dimmed, the old 

varnish removed, the area around the 

south pole cracked and indented, the 

equator partially cracked. Brass meridian 

circle, engraved graticule to one face. 

The globe set in a late 19th century Dutch 

style stand, hexagonal horizon bar, 

unpapered, the horizon supported by four 

turned supports with thick cross-

stretchers, and central support at the 

center. 

 

London and Venice, dated 1696 

Diameter 19 in.; Height 24 in. 

Price: $125,000 

 

A fine example of the 19-inch Coronelli library globe. This, the first Coronelli globe at 19 

inches is particularly rare, being conceived and prepared on Coronelli’s tour of Europe. After 

leaving Paris, he travelled to London in 1696, where he met King William III, to whom he 

dedicated this globe. In Coronelli’s own account of his tour he describes this globe with a 

diameter of “une pied e mezzo” (48cm, 19 in.), which he had begun to prepare whilst he was in 

London. 

Coronelli rose from a monk in the Franciscan Order in Ravenna, moving to Venice to establish a 

geographical publishing house, and later became the foremost Geographical publisher and globe 
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maker of the late 17th century. It all started when as a monk, he was commissioned to construct a 

pair of manuscript globes for The Duke of Parma in 1680. The French Ambassador to Italy, 

visiting the Duke, reported back to Louis XIV, who in turn summoned Coronelli to Paris, where 

he was ordered to construct the largest globes ever made …the Marly Globes, diameter 15 feet, 

with a small door for a person to enter. It took 3 years for the pair to be finished with the 

geographical image painted on canvas. On its completion in 1683, he returned to Venice and 

established his geographical enterprise in his old monastery. His fame spread widely and his 

work was in high demand from the Royalty and Noblemen of Europe. 
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DE VAUGONDY, Didier Robert 

(1723 – 1786) 

Globe Terrestre; 

Globe Celeste 
 
A pair of LOUIS XV terrestrial and 

celestial library globes on green-

painted and parcel-gilt stands. Each 

globe made up of two pairs of hand-

colored engraved gores, each with 

polar calottes. Brass hour circles, the 

terrestrial mounted on the meridian 

with its pointer arm, and with the 

celestial mounted below the meridian 

without the pointer, brass meridians 

graduated on one face. Hexagonal 

horizon bars with original papers, 

supported by a curved four-legged 

parcel-gilt original late 18th century 

stands, cabriole legs joined by arched 

stretchers, ending in scrolled feet. 

 

 

Paris, Terrestrial 1773; Celestial ca. 1764 

 

Diameter 18 in.; Height 45 in.  

 

Provenance: Kugels, Paris; Mr. and Mrs. Stephen C. Hilbert 

 

Price: $650,000 

 

 

A magnificent pair of French library globes by the doyenne of French globe makers. These 

remarkable 18-inch globes were first offered for sale by Gilles de Vaugondy in 1751 through 

subscription, then reissued in 1764 and again in 1773 by his son Didier. Stevenson did not know 

of the location of any example of the 1751 globes but recorded a mixed pair of the 1764/1773 in 

Lucca and single celestial 1764 in Venice. One suspects that there many pairs that graced the 

stately homes of France, which have yet to be recoded.  
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Didier de Vaugondy became the leading publisher of French globes in the second half of the 18th 

century, His work became renowned not only for his affinity for and abilities in cartography, but 

also for his innovation in the mounting and presentation of globes. His skills earned him the 

honored position of “Geographe ordinaire du Roi,” and the invitation of Denis Diderot to 

contribute an essay to the first edition of Diderot’s Encyclopedie. Along with his brother Martin, 

Didier de Vaugondy developed his cartographic skills in the workshop of his father Gilles (1688-

1766), on the quai de l’Horloge near the Louvre. Here, they published maps and atlases as well 

as re-issues of the geographical work of his grandfather Nicolas Sanson’s publications. By the 

time he was twenty, Didier de Vaugondy had been trained enough to have published his first pair 

of globes.  

 

His most famous accomplishment is the royal commission he received for a pair of globes for the 

use by the Navy. These were the largest globes produced in France since those by Vincenzo 

Coronello/Nolin. They were presented to the Royal Academy of Sciences towards the end of 

1751. From 1784 until his death in 1786, Vaugondy worked with Nicolas Gabriel le Clerc and 

Dome Claude Bergevin on the project for a globe of eight pieds (102 inches) diameter. The globe 

is preserved at Versailles, although Vaugondy did not live to see it completed. Vaugondy’s firm 

was taken over by Jean Fortin in the 1770s and then by Charles-Francois Delamarche. The 

Delamarche firm were still making globes up until the 1830s. 
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SENEX, John (fl. 1702 – 1740) 

and MARTIN, Benjamin (fl. 

1736 – 1777) 

A New and correct Globe 

of ye Earth (Terrestrial); 

New Celestial Globe… 

now made and sold with 

considerable improvements 

by B. Martin. Fleet Street.   

 
A pair of English table globes, made up from two sets of 12 engraved gores hand-colored in 

outline, later varnish, the globe showing the trade winds around the world, the latest discoveries 

include Anson’s tract from Acapulco to Canton. Brass hour circles lacking pointers, brass 

meridian circles, the engraved on one face. Mounted in Dutch-style four-legged English light oak 

stands with ball feet, and cross-stretchers supporting central wooden plate. 

 

London, sold by B. Martin ca. 1757 

Diameter 12 in.; Height 17 in. 

Price: $85,000 

 

An exceptional pair of Senex/Martin table globes in fine condition. Very rare on the market. 

John Senex (fl. 1690-1740) cartographer and engraver started work in London in 1702. In 1706 

he made his first pair of 12-inch diameter globes, and followed that up with other globes at 3,9, 

and 16-inch diameters. Senex’s original copper plates went through numerous hands following 

his passing in 1740: initially his widow continued the family business but following her death, 

the copper plates for Senex’s gores came to auction in 1755 and were bought by James Ferguson. 

Ferguson updated and amended the gores but was forced to sell them due to considerable debts. 

Around 1756 the stock and plates of James Ferguson were bought by Benjamin Martin, a 

traveling lecturer, who had moved into instrument making in 1755.  

The Senex/Martin globes were published for the next two decades and became the competition to 

the new style English globes of George Adams and his son Dudley. 
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BONNE, Rigobert (1727 – 1795) 

Globe Terrestre dressee par M. 

Bonne avec privilege et 

Approbation de l’Academie 

R[oya]le des Sciences 

 

Terrestrial table globe, the globe made up of 

two sets of 12 engraved gores, hand-colored 

in outline, decorated with both title and 

printers’ cartouches. The greens slightly 

faded; the varnish replaced in modern times. 

Wooden meridian circle, green on one face, 

papered graticule on the other, card hour 

circle and metal pointer. Papered horizon bar 

with some careful restoration. The whole 

globe mounted on a black and gold painted 

four-legged Continental stand. The horizon 

supported by the 4 turned wooden legs with 

broad cross stretchers and ball feet, the 

whole elaborately painted in black with gold 

tracery in the French style, likely a late 20th 

century addition. 

 

Paris, chez Lattre, rue St. Jacques, 1774 

Diameter 12 in.; Height 23 in.  

Price: $95,000 

 

A fine example of a Bonne globe. Bonne was principally an engineer and cartographer, while 

Jean Lattre (fl.1750-1800) was the engraver and publisher. Lattre worked with Vaugondy, 

Janvier and then Bonne, on publishing geographical works including several globes. The red 

color on this globe has been retouched and the stand has been repainted, and embellished with 

gold decoration to style, but the resulting restoration enhances the globe and creates a most 

stunning visual effect. Globes by Bonne are rare on the market. 
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AKERMAN, Anders (1721 – 1778) and AKREL, 

Fridick (1748 – 1804) 

Globe Terraqueus…Societ, Cosmograph. 

Upsal; Celestial Globe (without cartouche 

as issued) 
 
A pair of Swedish library globes, each made up of two 

polar calottes and 2 sets of 18 engraved gores, both globes 

with new varnish and some rubbing of the gore surface, the 

terrestrial particularly rubbed in the region of Sweden, the 

title on the terrestrial laid down on the globe surface, a few 

stress fractures. Text in Latin. Brass meridian circles 

engraved on one face, horizons papered but somewhat 

restored and darkened. The horizon supported by four 

cabriole legs each decorated with ormolu at head and foot, 

with curved cross-stretchers, supporting the foot of the 

globe. 

 

Stockholm, Terrestrial dated 1766; Celestial undated.  

Both ca. 1780 
 

Diameter 23 in.; Height 37 in. 

Price: $140,000 

 

A classic pair of stylish Swedish globes produced under 

the aegis of the Cosmographical Society of Uppsala, 

initially devised by Anders Akerman, who published the 

original 23-inch pair in 1766, and was later republished by 

Fridick Akrel in 1780. To compete with the competition 

from foreign globes, Akerman devised a way of printing 

the two sets of globe gores on a single plate, thus saving 

copper. Unfortunately, Akerman died in poverty in 1788, 

and Akrel took over his globe making house and had better 

financial success. The style and elegance of these Swedish 

globes surpassed any of the competition from France and 

Britain.   
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ADAMS, Dudley (fl. Late 18th Century) 

Celestial Library Globe 

 
The globe made up of two sets of engraved 

gores, the old varnish removed. Gore papers 

browned, some abrasion of the surface, area 

extending south of the celestial equator with 

substantial restoration and infill probably in the 

mid-20th Century, the detail replaced with a 

manuscript rendition. Brass meridian circle, 

graduated on one face. The globe mounted in an 

English Adams-style mahogany tripod stand. 

The wooden horizon papered but slightly 

browned and cockled, the horizon supported by 

four quadrants to a single turned pilar, supported 

by three curved feet.  

 

London, ca. 1799 

Diameter 18 in.; Height 42 in. 

Price: $18,000 

 

George Adams, the elder founded his London firm around 1760, and became maker of 

mathematical instruments and optician to George III. His son Dudley joined the firm upon his 

father’s death in 1773. His brother George II died in 1795, leaving Dudley to run the company 

and in 1799, he issued a new 18-inch pair for which this is the celestial half.  
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DELAMARCHE, Charles-Francois              

(1740 – 1817) 

Terrestrial Globe 

The globe made up of a single set of 12 

engraved globe gores, hand colored in outline 

with circular cartouche dated 1791. Some 

careful restoration along the equatorial circle 

with skillful manuscript replacements. 

Papered wooden meridian circle surmounted 

by dial and pointer. The globe mounted on an 

elegant Delamarche style stand, papered 

horizon and 4 quadrant supports, with 

ebonized baluster-turned wooden pillar and 

base. 

 

Paris, 1791 

Diameter 7 in.; Height 16 in. 

Price: $35,000 

 

 

An attractive table globe, in the distinctive style of the Delamarche firm, one of the most 

successful late 18th century French makers of maps and globes. This is a notably fine example of 

their work and was published by the founder of the firm, the cartouche reading "Dresse par 

Delamarche Geogr. Rue du Foin St. Jacques A Paris, An. 1791." 

Delamarche was the successor of the great map and globe-making family of Robert De 

Vaugondy. Delamarche was also the first French commercial globe maker to popularize the 

globe to a mass market by reducing the cost of construction even while maintaining a high 

standard in the geography of their globes. They alleviated expenses through measures such as 

swapping traditional brass meridians, horizon rings and armatures for more cost effective 

wooden or papier-mache ones. In addition, the firm used simpler, single-turned pedestal stands 

rather than the traditional European four-legged designs, which added an elegancy to the design. 
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CARY, John (1754 – 1835) 

Cary’s New Celestial Globe 

The globe made up of 2 sets of 12 engraved 

globe gores, hand colored in outline with 

title cartouche dated 1800. Original varnish 

browned. Brass meridian circle, engraved 

graticule to one face. The globe mounted on 

its original elegant wooden English tripod 

stand, papered horizon bar, supported by 

four quadrants, turned wooden pillar and 3 

ball and claw feet. Light abrasion in the 

southern hemisphere of the globe and to the 

horizon bar, some lead shot loose in the 

interior.  

 

London, dated 1800 

Diameter 12 in.; Height 24 in. 

Price: $12,000 

 

 

An attractive table globe, in the distinctive style of the English firm of the Cary Brothers, 

one of the most successful English makers of maps and globes in the late 18th and early 19th 

centuries. John Cary began his map business in London in 1791. For this globe he collaborated 

with his brother William. The Cary brothers dominated the thriving globe market in the late 

Georgian period, capitalizing on the dramatic growth of London trade to all parts of the world, 

merchants and gentry forming the backbone of his clientele. The 12-inch pair (celestial and 

terrestrial) were first issued in 1798 and continued in production until well into the 1820s. 
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CARY, John (1754 – 

1835) and William (1759 

– 1825) 

Cary’s New and 

Improved Celestial 

Globe; Cary’s New 

Terrestrial Globe 

A pair of tall library globes 

each made up of 2 sets of 12 

hand-colored engraved globe 

gores, each with title 

cartouches. Original varnish 

removed, some stress 

fractures, as usual, a few 

expertly restored, occasional 

light browning. Brass hour 

circles, diameter 3.25 inches, 

and brass meridian circles, 

each with an engraved 

graticule to one face.  

The globes mounted on their original elegant English Georgian mahogany tripod stands, original 

compasses and pointers, both horizon bars with facsimile papers, supported by four quadrants, 

with central turned wooden pillar and 3 ball and claw feet. An elegant ebonized lozenge inlay on 

each tripod leg.  

 

London, Celestial dated 1799; Terrestrial 1815 with amended information to 1833 

Diameter 21 in.; Height 47 in.  

Price: $125,000 

 

A fine pair of attractive floor standing 21-inch library globes, presented on distinctive Cary 

English-style stands. The firm of Cary was established by John Cary, a noted map-seller and 

engraver, and his brother William, an instrument maker. The firm published their first globes in 

1791 and by the end of the 18th century had already established themselves as one of London’s 

leading globe manufacturers. In about 1820 the Cary brothers moved their business to 86 St. 

James’s Street, leaving their premises at 181 Strand to John Cary’s two sons George (1788-1859) 

and John Jr. (1791-1852) who traded as G & J Cary until around 1850 and continued to produce 
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globes of the highest quality. The rivalry in London between the Cary and Newton firms over 

this period created intense competition with both firms making highly polished and decorative 

globe pairs both for table and library use. The Cary brothers were particularly attentive to the 

geography of the terrestrial globe, the plates often being amended with new information as it 

came in. This particular globe has an 1815 dated gore but with amendments up to 1833.  
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CARY, John (1754 – 1835) 

and William (1759 – 1825) 

Cary’s New and Improved 

Celestial Globe 

 

The globe made up of 2 sets of 12 

engraved globe gores, hand-

colored in outline with title 

cartouche, gores lightly browned, a 

few minor stress fractures, later 

varnish. Original brass meridian 

circle with engraved graticule to 

one face. The globe mounted on its 

original elegant mahogany tripod 

stand, papered horizon bar 

supported by four quadrants, 

turned wooden pillar and 3 

cabrioles. 

 

London, 181 The Strand, dated 

1799 

Diameter 18 in.; Height 42 in.  

Price: $8,500 

 

 

An attractive early 19th century celestial library globe, based on the astronomical work of 

F. Wollaston, and mounted on Cary’s distinctive and stylish mahogany stand. John Cary began 

his map business in London in 1791 and the Cary brothers dominated the thriving globe market 

in the late Georgian period, capitalizing on the dramatic growth of London and selling to the 

merchants and gentry of the world’s first industrialized society. 
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CARY, John (1754 – 1835) 

Cary’s New Celestial Globe 

The globe made up of 2 sets of 12 

engraved globe gores, hand colored in 

outline with title cartouche dated 1800. 

Later varnish, original brass hour circle 

and meridian circle with engraved 

graticule to one face. The globe mounted 

on its original elegant wooden tripod 

stand, papered horizon bar in a green 

wash, supported by four quadrants, 

turned wooden pillar and 3 ball and claw 

feet, original compass with stretchers to 

the feet, missing the glass and pointer. 

 

London, 1816 

Diameter 15 in.; Height 42 in. 

Price: $8,500 

 

 

 

 

An attractive early 19th century celestial Library globe, based on the astronomical work of 

F. Wollaston, and mounted on Cary’s distinctive and stylish mahogany stand. John Cary 

began his map business in London in 1791 and went on to dominate the thriving globe market in 

the late Georgian period with his brothers. The Cary brothers capitalized on the dramatic growth 

of London and often sold their globes to the merchants and gentry from this expanding economy. 
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NEWTON, John and William  

(fl. 1818 – 1830)  

 

Newton’s New and Improved 

Terrestrial Globe; 

Newton’s New and Improved 

Celestial Globe 
 
A fine pair of small library globes each 

made up of two sets of twelve engraved 

globe gores, hand-colored in outline 

with title cartouches, later varnish. 

Minor stress cracks on both globes. 

Brass hour circles and meridian circles, 

each with an engraved graticule to one 

face. The globes mounted on their 

original elegant English mahogany 

tripod stands, original compasses 

without pointers, papered horizon bars 

supported by four quadrants, with 

central turned wooden pillar and curved 

feet.  

London, Celestial and Terrestrial dated 1820 

Diameter 12 in.; Height 40 in. 

Price: $52,000 

A fine pair of elegant library globes on distinctive tall Georgian stands by J. & W. Newton. 

The Newton family of cartographers were among the leading English globe makers of the early 

19th century. Together with the Cary family, the two globe businesses controlled 90% of the 

British globe market at that time. The Newtons saw that by taking a small 12-inch globe and 

raising it up on tall stands, the globe pair became an attractive piece of decorative furniture rather 

than just a tabletop presentation. A pair of globes soon became an essential element in the 

decoration of a library or study, giving the room an element of scientific and geographical 

curiosity. John and William took over the business from their father John Newton in 1818. These 

globes are some of the earliest globes they issued. On this globe, the US western boundary 

follows the Red River Northwest, as agreed in the Adam Onis treaty of 1819. The Pacific 

Northwest reflects the ambiguity of political control with the US and Great Britain jointly 

administering the region, a situation that continued up until the Oregon Treaty of 1846. 
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WYLD, James the younger 

(1812 – 1887)  

[Globes by Malby and Son] 

 

A Terrestrial Globe; 

A Celestial Globe  
 
Each globe made up of a set of 

twelve engraved globe gores, 

hand-colored in outline, original 

varnish, some crackle marking 

and rubbing of the surface. The 

Wyld labels pasted on top of the 

gores, replacing the original 

Malby labels. Brass hour and 

meridian circles, each with an 

engraved graticule to one face. 

The globes mounted on their 

original elegant English 

mahogany tripod stands, original 

compasses with pointers, 

papered horizon bars supported 

by four quadrants, with central  

turned wooden pillar and curved  

feet, brass shoes and castors.  

  

London, Celestial with Wyld label dated 1860; Terrestrial with Wyld label dated Jany 1st 1869. 

Both with address “Charing Cross East, next door to the Post Office” 

Diameter 18 in.; Height 42 in.  

Price: $85,000 

 

A fine pair of traditional library globes on distinctive English-style stands by Malby and 

Son, and resold with James Wyld II labels just after the sale of the Malby stock to James 

Wyld II. James Wyld and his son James II were among the leading English map and globe 

makers of the mid-19th century, taking over as the principal map and globe makers from the Cary 

brothers and Newton. James II took over the Malby and Son stock in 1860, hence these globes 

on Malby type stands.  
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The geography of the terrestrial globe includes notable geographical advancements such the 

course of the Florida Stream (Gulf Stream) current and the Atlantic marking lines of magnetic 

variations (a Malby invention). The globe also features a table of the estimated population of the 

world compiled by G.S. Brent, fellow of the Statistical Society of London. The populations of 

the world are divided into Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Americas, with the U.S. population 

having been at approximately 23.5 million. Listings of surface area, religions, vegetables, and 

animal species are noted as well. The coastline of Antarctica accurately depicts the new 

discoveries of Grahamland, South Victoria, Adelieland, Sabrinaland, and Enderbyland. Part of 

this coast was seen by Kemp in December of 1833. The geography of Africa is particularly 

interesting – on the cusp of European exploration into the interior, it shows tribal areas, several 

of the east African lakes, and the coast of east Africa marked as the dominions of the imam of 

Muscat. The globe has a fascinating depiction of the western states of America as well, where the 

outline of Washington, Oregon, California, and New Mexico, and Nebraska are firmly in place. 

Utah covers the rest of the Rockies and Western Plains.  
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MALBY, Thomas and Son – James 

Wyld the younger (1812 – 1887)  

 

A Terrestrial Globe; 

A Celestial Globe… 

manufactured and published 

under the superintendence of 

SDUK 
 
Each globe made up of a set of twelve 

lithographic globe gores, hand-colored in 

outline, polar calottes, some light rubbing 

of the surface, later varnish. Brass hour 

circles. Brass meridian circles, each with a 

graduated engraved face. The globes 

mounted on their original elegant English 

Georgian style mahogany tripod stands, 

original compasses with pointers, papered 

horizon bars supported by four quadrants, 

with central turned wooden pillar and 

cabriole legs. Cross-stretchers supporting 

original compasses, lacking pointers. 
 

 

London, 37 Parker St., Celestial dated 1860; Terrestrial dated Jany 1st 1869. Both likely sold by 

James Wyld the younger from the Malby and Son stock. 

 

Diameter: 15 in.; Height 44 in. 

 

Price: $90,000 

 

 

A fine pair of attractive traditional library globes on distinctive English-style “Georgian” 

mahogany stands made by Malby and Son and sold by James Wyld II. James Wyld and his 

son, James II, were among the leading English map and globe makers of the mid-19th century, 

taking over as the principal map and globe maker from the Cary brothers and Newton. James II 

took over the Malby and Son stock in 1860, hence these Thomas Malby and Son labeled globes 

with the Parker St. address sold on Malby stock stands and dated after 1860. 
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SMITH, Charles and Son  

(fl. 1803 – 1862)  

 

Smith’s Terrestrial Globe; 

Smith’s Celestial Globe 
 
A fine pair of library globes each made up 

of two sets of twelve engraved globe gores, 

with title cartouches, later varnish with 

some light discoloration of the gores, a few 

stress fractures to the terrestrial. The 

Pacific marking the tracks of Cook 1776-

1778, La Perouse 1786, and Vancouver 

1793-95. Brass hour circles, brass meridian 

circles with an engraved graticule to one 

face. The globes mounted on their original 

elegant English mahogany tripod stands, 

papered horizon bars, supported by four 

quadrants, with central turned wooden 

pillar and curved feet, cross-stretchers 

supporting glazed compasses, lacking pointers.  

Brass castors. 

 

London, 172 Strand, ca. 1830 

Diameter 18 in.; Height 43 in. 

Price: $90,000 

 

A fine pair of attractive library globes on elegant “Georgian” stands. By the early 19th 

century, globes had become an essential element to any Englishman’s library or study, and Smith 

was among the leading English globe makes of this period. He was the Engraver and Map Seller 

Extraordinary to HRH Prince of Wales. Charles Smith started out his map publishing business in 

London around 1803, but with his son joining the business they branched out into the globe 

market around 1827 when they moved to a new address at 172 Strand. This move into globe 

production was principally because the market opened up with the decline in the Cary and 

Newton businesses. This Smith globe making business was later taken over by George Phillips 

and Son.  
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NEWTON, John and William 

(fl. 1818 – 1830)  

 

Newton’s New and 

Improved Terrestrial 

Globe; Newton’s New and 

Improved Celestial Globe 
 

Each globe made up of 2 pairs of 

12 hand-colored engraved gores, 

both globes with their original 

varnish removed, and with 

occasionally old light spotting. 

Some stress fractures of the gore 

surface, some with expert minor 

restoration. Brass hour rings, 

diameter 3.25 inches, at each pole, 

brass meridian circles, graduated 

on one side, with a securing brass 

screw at the base of each stand.  

Mounted on Newton style English mahogany stands, with papered horizon bars, each supported 

by four quadrants, leading down to a carved and turned pillar, with tripod legs and inswept feet, 

brass castors. 

London, 66 Chancery Lane, Celestial and Terrestrial dated 1828 

Diameter 18 in; Height 44 in. 

Price: $85,000 

 

A very fine pair Newtons 18-inch library globes on attractive mahogany stands. John 

Newton had started his globe business in London in 1783, having first learnt his trade as an 

apprentice to Thomas Bateman, the successor of Nathaniel Hill. His first globe in 1783 was a 

pocket globe using Hills copper plates. By 1801 he had started making larger globes and the 

business was in full swing by 1818 when his son William joined him on the company name. 

These globes, issued in 1828, have the address 66 Chancery Lane, a location the business 

occupied from 1817-1861. John brought in William Berry as a new partner from the map world, 

around 1830, and he died in 1844. Newton rode the wave of the expansion of the English globe 

making from the late 18th century, as the demand for globes hit their peak. 
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BARDIN, W. and T.M.  

(fl. 1783 – 1819) 

Sold by W. and S. Jones (fl. 1791 – 

1859) 

 

The New British Terrestrial Globe 

containing all the latest 

discoveries… engraved from an 

accurate drawing by Mr. 

Arrowsmith 
 
The globe made up of a set of 12 hand-

colored engraved gores, new varnish, the 

gores slightly browned, and crackled from the 

old varnish, several restored cracks 

particularly along the equator, some infilled 

cracks in the Pacific. The Pacific marking the 

tracks of Cook. Brass meridian circle 

engraved on one face, papered horizon bar, 

supported on a three-legged spiral turned 

mahogany stand, with cross-stretchers 

supporting a compass, with facsimile papers 

and lacking pointer. Brass shoes with castors.  

 

London, with pasted over-label “Sold by W & S. Jones, Holborn” ca. 1829 

Diameter 18 in.; Height 47 in. 

Price: $32,000 

 

A fine Regency globe, elegant on its tall but simple stand. The Bardin Family was one of the 

foremost British globe makers of the late eighteenth to early nineteenth centuries. The firm was 

established in London by William Bardin (1740-1803) around 1780, when he collaborated with 

Gabriel Wright in producing 9-to-12-inch diameter globes. Their partnership ended around 

1794/5, and the Bardin firm moved from Hind Court to 16 Salisbury Square, on the opposite end 

of Fleet Street in London. After a seven-year apprenticeship, William Bardin was joined by his 

son, Thomas Marriot Bardin (1768-1819) in 1790. The father-son team went on to produce their 
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new line of “New British Globes” in various sizes. The company was later continued by Thomas 

Marriot Bardin’s daughter Elizabeth. William and Samuel Jones, who made optical instruments, 

came in around 1810 to assist in the marketing and sale of Bardin’s globes. This globe is 

dedicated to Sir Joseph Banks, then president of the Royal Society, and the dedication states that 

it is engraved from a map drawn up by Aaron Arrowsmith (1750-1823), a mapmaker of great 

repute. 
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JOHNSTON, A.K.  

(1804 – 1871) 

 

Johnston’s Library and School 

Globe 

The globe made up of two sets of 

twelve hand-colored engraved gores, 

old varnish slightly browned, a few 

stress fractures along and near the 

equator. Brass hour dial, brass meridian 

circle with one face graduated, the 

papered horizon ring retaining the 

original varnish, marked with degrees 

of amplitude and azimuth, compass 

directions and houses of the Zodiac, the 

horizon supported on a classical 

English three-legged spiral carved 

mahogany stand, with cross-stretchers 

supporting the carved central support, 

the legs with brass casters.  

 

Edinburgh, ca. 1851 

Diameter: 32 in.; Height 57 in. 

Price: $90,000 

 

A remarkable large-scale globe, nearly five feet tall in its stand, likely made as part of the batch 

of globes made soon after the Great Exhibition of 1851, where examples of this globe and others 

were on exhibition on Johnston’s stand and garnished numerous medals. It was at the same 

exhibition that Malby displayed his famous pair of 35-inch globes which created a big stir. The 

30-inch globe was a breakthrough in the globe market in Britain as they were usually issued 

without a celestial globe and concentrated on the accurate geography of the world. This globe is 

particularly interesting as it captures one of the most fascinating time periods in United States 

history, At the time the globe was manufactured, around 1850, westward expansion was well 

underway with the U.S. gains of California and New Mexico in the singing of the Treaty of 

Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848. Although the globe is undated in the cartouche, several cartographic 

clues date it between 1849 and 1853. Notably in its depiction of California and New Mexico 

dating the globe to post-1848: following the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, which 
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formally ended the Mexican-American War. The globe also includes Texas in its entirety, firmly 

placing the globe’s date of creation after 1848. Though Texas was finally recognized as a state in 

1845, border disputes with Mexico continued for several years after the war. The borders of 

Texas were established in 1848. The southern portion of New Mexico was purchased from 

Mexico in the Gadsden Purchase in 1853, and it is not shown on this globe as a US territory. The 

inclusion of unnamed “Indian Territory” dates the globe to pre-1856: By 1856, the land 

designated for Indians under the Intercourse Act of 1834 had been reduced to the boundaries of 

present-day Oklahoma. The Minnesota Territory with boundaries precisely indicated on the 

globe, was formed in 1849 with larger boundaries than the modern state of Minnesota.  

This superbly crafted large-scale globe was created by Alexander Keith Johnston (1804-1871) 

who, along with his brother and partner William Johnston (1802-1888) were among the most 

successful globe makers of the late 19th century. The British manufacturers began their careers as 

apprentices to Scottish publisher and globe maker, James Kirkwood (fl. 1774-1824). After 

Kirkwood’s workshop was destroyed by a fire, William and Alexander Keith opened their own 

globe manufacturing business in Edinburgh in 1824, when they took over the educational 

publishers Lizars. Their new venture in publishing educational books and objects proved 

extremely successful. In time, William and Alexander Keith earned a royal appointment, which 

is why the cartouches on their globes are topped by royal coats of arms. The 1851 Great 

Exhibition was their first thrust into the higher end decorative globe market.  

The success of the W. & A.K. Johnston brand continued through the beginning of the 20th 

century, the companies of A.H. Andrews, Rand McNally, Weber Costello, and A.J. Nystrom all 

continued to commission globes from W. A.K. Johnston, frequently selling Johnston globes 

under their own names.  
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Anonymous 

 

Star Finder Device 

Hand-colored engraved circular star 

map, marking the constellation 

figures and stars for the Northern 

hemisphere. The map mounted on 

card with a wooden turning knob on 

the reverse and mounted in a 

contemporary glass-fronted wooden 

box, with metal feet, the front glass 

panel opening out, and secured by a 

brass catch. 

 

Paris, ca. 1850 

Case: 9.5 in. x 9.5 in. x 2.5 in. 

Price: $2,500 

 

 

 

 

A curious star-finder device whereby the viewer can turn the dial on the reverse to the month that 

he is in and observe the positions of the stars, as he looks up at the night sky.  Star-finder devices 

such as this became popular in the mid-19th century, amongst the middle and upper classes, as 

fun objects of scientific interest. In England they came as flat card dials, but here the French 

created a real “objet de curiositee” for amusement. Even as late as World War II, aircraft 

navigators would have a star dial to help them find their position. 
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LORING, Josiah (1775 – ca. 1840) 

and JOSLIN, Gilman 

 

Loring’s Terrestrial Globe 

The globe made up from two sets of 12 

engraved globe gores, hand colored in 

outline with circular title cartouche and 

analemma. Brass meridian circle, original 

wooden papered horizon, mounted on its 

original elegant cast iron decorated tripod 

stand with original castors. Light 

discoloration of original varnish. Papered 

horizon slightly bubbled. 

 

Boston, manufactured by Gilman Joslin, 

revised by Roswell Park, 1851 

Diameter 12 in.; Height 42 in. 

Price: $18,000 

 

 

A fine example of a mid-19th century 

American floor globe from the Boston school of globe making, with its original embellished 

cast iron stand. Loring was a Bostonian book seller who sold the globes of William Annin/ 

George Smith, adopting the European style of globe but with added information from Wilkes’ 

expedition. He introduced the more durable and stylish cast iron stand, a considerable 

advancement in American design.  

Following Loring’s death in 1840, Gilman Joslin (1804 - 1886) another Bostonian book seller, 

took over the manufacture of these Annin inspired globes. The geography includes the tracks of 

the great navigators of the age, including Cook, Vancouver, La Perouse, and Wilkes’s US 

Exploring Expedition (1838-42). The Wilkes expedition was the first time that the USA had sent 

out a naval expedition to gather intelligence and scientific data on various parts of the world to 

compete with European dominance. Many of the artifacts went on to become the foundation 

stone of the Smithsonian Museums. Another pair of these Loring globes on cast iron stands is to 

be found in the DAR Museum (Daughters of the American Revolution) Washington, D.C. 
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MALBY and Son. Reissued by 

James Wyld  

 

Malby’s terrestrial compiled 

from the latest & most 

authentic studies 

 

A monumental terrestrial globe. The 

globe made up of two sets of 48 hand-

colored engraved globe gores, with 

polar calottes, the surface with some 

stress cracks along gore edges and a 

few other cracks, large areas of the 

Northern Pacific and the central 

Atlantic touching Greenland and Brazil 

all expertly restored, with the title 

cartouche also redrawn in manuscript. 

Later brass hour circles diameter 6.5 

inches, later brass meridian circle 

graduated on one face, facsimile 

horizon papers. The globe mounted in a 

late 19th century stand in Malby/Wyld 

style, the horizon supported by a 

contemporary tripod veneered wooden 

stand, central wooden support, scrolled 

supports and base, castors.  

 

London, James Wyld the younger, 1885 

Diameter 36 in.; Height 56 in. 

Prices: $90,000 

 

This monumental terrestrial globe, called the “Colossus Globe” was manufactured by 

James Wyld in 1867 and it was the largest and one of the rarest globes to be issued by any 

British globe maker. In a sense, it was the British version of the large 110 cm diameter globes 

issued by Coronelli in the late 17th century, which were constructed for the Royalty and Nobility 

of Europe. In the early 19th century, the economic successes of Britain on the world stage 
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required an equally large globe for the upper-class clientele of Britain. The origins of this globe 

go back to the first British 3-foot diameter globe made by Thomas Addison in 1825, after which 

the gores passed down to Malby & Co. around 1845, who reissued the globe in 1849. Famously, 

a monumental pair of these Malby globes, on glamorous stands, caused a big stir when they were 

put on show at the Great Exhibition in 1851. With the demise of the Malby firm in 1860, the 

gores passed on to James Wyld II, who published the terrestrial globe again in 1867. James Wyld 

was a man captivated by large globes, renting a plot of land in Leicester Square, London and as 

an entertainment, he built a 20-meter diameter globe structure, within which was a walk called 

Georama, that was in use from 1851 to 1863. The colossal nature of the Malby/Wyld 3 feet 

diameter globes became one of the pinnacle geographical objects produced in mid-19th century 

Britain.  
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JOSLIN, Gilman (1804 – 1886)  

 

Joslin’s Terrestrial Globe… 

compiled from Smith’s New English 

Globe with improvements by Annin 

and Smith, revised by G.W. Boynton. 

 

Terrestrial table globe made up of 2 sets of 

12 hand-colored engraved gores, polar 

calottes. The geography using Loring’s 

design, the Pacific plotting the tracks of all 

the Cook voyages, as well as Vancouver 

and La Perouse, with the addition of the 

Wilkes US Exploring Expedition 1838-

1842. Later varnish, with a few stress 

fractures, repaired crack along the equator. 

Brass half meridian circle, graduated on 

one face, mounted on a modern single 

pillar ebonized wooden stand.  

 

Boston, “Manufactured by Gilman Joslin” 

ca. 1860 

Diameter 12 in.; Height 20 in. 

Price: $6,500 

 

Gilman Joslin took over the globe making business of Joseph Loring around 1840, and 

republished Loring’s globes which had been devised by Annin and Smith of Boston. In his early 

versions of the Gilman/Loring, Gilman mounted these 12-inch diameter globes on tall and 

elegant cast metal stands. This is a later version on a regular single pillar stand, probably devised 

more for school use rather than to be placed in a library situation.  
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JOHNSTON, W and A.K.  

(1802 – 1888)  

 

Johnston’s Terrestrial Globe 

A tall standing library globe, made up 

of two sets of 12 engraved globe gores, 

hand-colored in outline, the globe 

adopting some new scientific ideas 

such as isothermal lines (lines of equal 

temperature) extending down across 

the northern hemisphere, as well as 

adding British Abyssinia into the horn 

of Africa. Old varnish somewhat 

browned and darkened, with a few 

abrasions and rubbing of the gore 

surface, the title cartouche with infill 

with loss of letters. Two brass hour 

circles, brass meridian circle, and an 

unpapered horizon bar. The horizon 

supported by four wooden quadrants 

rising up from the short globe pillar at 

the south pole, the wooden base with 

four turned small feet.  

 

Edinburg and London, ca. 1870 

Diameter 18 in.; Height 48 in. 

Price: $1,500 

 

An interesting late 19th century gentleman’s globe showing the various parts of the world 

claimed by the British. The globe in its original wooden stand, the horizon bar being unpapered 

as issued.   
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SCHOTTE, Ernst and Co.  

 

A German Tellurium 

German tellurium with a coppered 

brass stand supporting candle and 

brass reflector with arm and 

gearing extending out to a diameter 

earth globe titled Die Erdkugel 

with small silver moon extending 

on a wire. Lithographed paper 

below the calendar marked the 

edge is somewhat frayed, with one 

small burn mark and one burn 

hole.  

 

Berlin, ca. 1875 

Price: $9,000 

 

 

 

Ernst Schotte established his geographical publishing business in 1855, and soon became one of 

the largest publishing houses in Germany. School tellurium were just part of a national business 

providing materials for school gymnasiums and private collectors.  
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Trippensee Planetarium 

Company  

 

A School Tellurium 

The tellurium based around a 

turned wooden pilk, surmounted 

by an inch brass ball 

(representing the sun), with a 

small plaster planet (Mars) on a 

wire. Extending out from the 

pillar, an arm with metal tag 

with maker’s name. At the end 

of the arm is a 3-inch Rand 

McNally globe, and plaster 

moon ball, the planets all 

connected by chain gearing so 

that as the arm moves the planets 

rotate. 

 

Detroit, Michigan. ca. 1830’s  

Height 14 in.; Length 21 in. 

Price: $9,500 

 

An attractive American school tellurium built to show the relative movements of the inner 

planets around the sun. Before World War II, most classrooms had similar models to educate.  
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Columbus Verlag 

 

School Tellurium 

Painted cast metal base, 

supporting an electric light 

(sun) and aluminum shade, 

with 7 inch papered 

astronomical calendar below, 

metal arm extending out to a 

papered 5-inch diameter 

earth ball stamped 

“Columbus Erdglobus”. 

Lacking moon ball and wire. 

The earth ball connected by 

gearing to a handle on the 

metal base to replicate the 

movement of the earth 

around the sun.  

 

Berlin, ca. 1930s  

Height 16 in.; Length 25 in. 

Price: $3,500 

 

A classic German school tellurium wired for electricity. German school models were made from 

ca. 1850 onwards, and American manufacturers started copying them from 1900 onwards 

probably because of the large influx of German immigrants from the mid-19th Century.  
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CRAM, George F. and Co. 

Cram’s Unrivaled Terrestrial 

Globe 

 

The globe made up of 12 color printed 

lithographic globe gores. Old varnish, a few 

chips and scratches to the gore surface with 

very slight loss. Cast iron meridian circle 

with graticule cast in, mounted on a black 

painted square wooden base, probably later, 

slightly worn. 

 

Indianapolis, Indiana, c.1930 

Diameter 12 in.; Height 17 in. 

Price: $1,500 

 

 

 

George Cram established his geographical publishing business in Chicago around 1870, but after 

his death in 1928, his son moved the business to Indiana. They were a sound business mostly 

supplying good quality globes and atlases to the expanding US educational market during the 

early 20th century.  

 


